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Descriptive Summary

Title: Block 14 of the Dutch AIDS Memorial Quilt
Dates: circa 1990
Collection Number: 2018-86
Creator/Collector:
Extent: 3 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103

Abstract: Block 14 of the Dutch AIDS Memorial Quilt was created in memory of people who have died from AIDS and AIDS-related illnesses. Block 14 includes eight panels. The textile piece was donated to GLBTHS from Stichting NAMENproject Nederland (NAMES Project Netherlands).

Language of Material: English

Access
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation
Block 14 of the Dutch AIDS Memorial Quilt. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information
Gift of Wiebe van der Woude and Stichting NAMENproject Nederland, September 2018.

Scope and Content of Collection
Block 14 of the Dutch AIDS Memorial Quilt was created in memory of people who have died from AIDS and AIDS-related illnesses. Block 14 includes eight panels. The textile piece was donated to GLBTHS from Stichting NAMENproject Nederland (NAMES Project Netherlands).
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